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Creating SOLiD BLaCK UnDerPinS Or ‘SHinerS’

WHat iS a SHiner anD WHY DO YOU neeD tHeM?

Because of the nature of the inks used in the 4 colour printing process i.e. they need to be transparent to 
allow the other colours to show through, using a process black ink for large areas of solid black is not a 
good idea as it is too thin and will give a finished look which is slightly grey and not black. Also, if a solid 
area of process black overprints another object such as an image you will get ‘show-through’ from the 
items underneath and the finished print will not look as intended.

The quickest and easiest way to solve this problem is to create a special colour called a ‘shiner’ which is 
made up from solid black with the addition of 40% cyan, and 1% each of magenta and yellow. This will 
give the final appearence of a very solid black and none of the problems mentioned above. Different 
printers use varying amounts of additional CMY but we have found this combination to be the optimum. CMYK & RGB

I want a black Solid C M Y K

I want a black Solid

C M Y K

This gives an underpin or shiner to help boost the colour -
rather like applying an undercoat to a painted wall

Although cyan is the industry standard UNDERPIN, any colour can be used in 
moderation.  For example if you have a job that is 1 special and black then an

underpin of the second lighter special may work.  Alternatively if you are printing a
heavy solid on uncoated paper then it may be required to underpin the solid with a

percentage of the same colour

I want
orange

I get a weak orange I want
orange

I get a strong orange

The Human Eye can see

RGB colorspace can
simulate

CMYK colorspace can
print on paper

Screen view of 
supplied Photoshop 
image in RGB

Standard RGB to CMYK
Conversion at RIP stage
leaves the image looking
flat

Photoshop conversion via
profiles allows the colours
to look brighter as the
conversion is intelligent

Black only Shiner
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